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**D1300.4 HCV Website**
Summary

An external webpage was produced and put online during November 2010. Unarguably this was past the promised delivery date, but several consecutive resource problems within Volvo in combination with slow inter-subproject information transfer hindered a swift publishment of said information.

The website is available at this address
http://hcv-project.eu
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Targets
The website shall contain information on:
- Project scope and targets
- Public project events
- Public reports
- Contact information

Content responsibilities
The Coordinator is responsible for the available information and to put new information onto the website that could be of public interest. The content should be provided by the project participants as a common effort.

The website has a flat structured according to the SP:s and according to common information. A link to the Hybrid User Forum is included.
Results and discussion

Sample of the website in mid November 2010.